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Somehow I managed to get a minute of time to myself. 

I stayed in the ballroom but took a trip closer to among the curved home windows. The 
red velour curtains assisted in protecting me from several of the guests. 

I merely required a minute to take a breath and collect my ideas. Playing a dizzy, care 
free princess had not been my optimal function. 

” You’re playing an unsafe game.” Viktor’s thick accent loaded my ears. 

I turned my head as well as checked out his dark eyes. Expertise flashed deep within 
them, and also I advised myself that I didn’t genuinely understand Viktor. 

” The video game was started long before I was birthed, it’s about time I signed up with. 
Don’t you think?” I resented him. 

It was clear most Royal’s did what they might to obtain and keep power. There were 
loads of detractions throughout my lifetime. Kids from affairs, political schemes, also 
unclear death’s. 

Being a Royal was a game of cunning. Recognizing that to count on and also playing 
your cards right, never ever giving a person the upper-hand. 

My Mom was very open about the game Royal’s played, describing just how unsafe 
they could be. She described just how they mined dirt on any individual, and they 
always had various other meanings to their words. 

” Be careful.” Viktor’s dark eyes were locked on my very own. 

I sighed, the butterflies swirling in my tummy at Viktor’s words. 

” Arabella, ultimately!” Shannon’s voice called out as well as I whipped my head around 
to satisfy her. 

She had actually walked through the crowd in the direction of me, standing just a couple 
of feet away from the home window I remained in front of. 

Shannon’s gold gaze flickered from Viktor to me as she opened her mouth to speak. 

” I’ve been looking almost everywhere for you.” She sighed, shaking her head. 

I frowned, “I attempted to search for you, however I could not capture a break.” 



Shannon grimaced and also drank her head, “I do not know exactly how you’re enduring 
this. Being hung like a piece of meat.” 

” Believe me, I hate it.” I responded in a whisper. 

” Arabella!” An old pal’s voice called out. 

My mouth went down when Erik and also his little brother came into view. 

Erik had actually constantly been completely lovely. He had dark hair that was up to the 
side, because typical superman hairdo. His eyes were an icy shade of blue, while his 
teeth shone through full lips. 

Erik’s little brother Max, resembled a miniature version of Erik, just his face was much 
rounder with an adorable set of dimples. 

” Erik!” I grinned, picking my jaw from the floor. 

Erik had actually just transformed nineteen and lastly took over his parent’s smaller 
Kingdom. 

I had last satisfied Erik a year earlier, right before my Mama passed away. 

At that time he was much shorter and much more slender. It resembled he struck some 
unusual development spurt while he had been gone. His type was no longer slender, 
however loaded with surging muscular tissues. His face was a lot more chiseled, and he 
had actually also expanded a few inches in height. 

” I could not discover you anywhere.” Erik chuckled, his face pulling back in a silly grin. 
“These individuals currently tearing you apart?” 

Erik looked good- actually great in his dark match. His die was flecked with baby blue, 
matching the intense shade of his eyes. 

” You do not understand the half of it.” I chuckled, drinking my head. 

Erik was a minute far from taking my hand when he discovered Viktor’s controling 
existence. 

” Uh, whose that Bella?” Erik as well as Max eyed Viktor warily. 

Erik’s eyes narrowed a little bit as he looked in between Viktor and also I, in addition to 
the close distance we were standing. 

” He’s my body guard.” I nodded, glimpsing once at Viktor’s dark eyes. 



Viktor had an odd look lingering in his eyes as he virtually glowered at Erik. 

Shannon removed her throat, “, could I talk with Bella in private momentarily?” 

Erik peeled his eyes away from Viktor and also gave Shannon and I a smile, “Just if I 
obtain a turn when you’re done. I have a whole year to catch up on.” 

Shannon glanced at me, a strange sense of urgency brightened her honey eyes. 

” Bargain.” I smiled at Erik. 

He provided me a soft smile and also entrusted to a little wave. 

” I think Max is into you.” I smirked at Shannon. 

Max has actually truly submitted too, and also if my math was correct he would certainly 
be turning eighteen in just a few brief months. 

Shannon rolled her eyes, “I’m not trying to satisfy any guys right here. Their all here for 
you anyhow.” 

I opposed her, “Max barely also glanced at me. He was nonetheless looking at you.” 

Shannon rolled her eyes, however I could see the light blush emerging on her cheeks. 
“Whatever, that is not what I need to talk to you around.” 

” Lay it on me. This evening has actually been intriguing sufficient.” I frowned, taking a 
seat on the thick windowsill. 

Shannon took a seat beside me and also glanced at Viktor. 

” You can trust him.” I frowned. It was virtually amusing just how I wanted to defend 
Viktor, offered I do not recognize an aspect of the person. 

Shannon frowned, “I recognize.” 

I wished to ask her even more, yet Viktor’s obsidian gaze kept words lodged in my 
throat. 

” We shouldn’t even be talkin’ concerning this below, but I require to tell you.” Shannon 
huffed and shook her head making her delicious chocolate swirls bounce. 

Shannon constantly had a knact for worrying me, something she was doing at this 
actual minute. 

” What do you imply?” I huffed. I was tired of the puzzling responses. 



Shannon’s golden eyes flickered around at the various other visitors. Periodically a set 
of eyes would certainly flicker in our direction. 

” We’re certainly being seen right here.” Shannon shook her head. 

I frowned, it made sense after all. All of these Royal’s, unfamiliar people, as well as 
abundant families. 

” Just state what you can.” I sighed, “We’ll speak about the rest later.” 

Shannon responded, “A Royal household arrived 5 mins earlier. I don’t recognize who 
they are, but they are necessary.” 

” I question that it could be.” I frowned. I had only satisfied two Royal family members 
tonight. One being Bryton Duboi, the 2nd being Erik. 

Shannon shrugged, “I do not recognize any type of names, but I do recognize your 
Papa was pissed when they showed up.” 

” Wait, what?” I frowned, my very own voice shadowed with fear. “Why would he 
seethe?” 

” I do not know.” Shannon shrugged, “He was telling them they had no right to be below. 
One person in the family informed your Father you should have to know if one of them 
was your mate.” 

” Remain with me the rest of the night?” I frowned, feeling stranger than ever. 

I knew Papa really did not constantly look after the other Royals, however being 
honestly rude had not been something he did. I recognized he has to’ve had a great 
reason for not liking this household. It was just one more thing I really did not recognize. 
Another thing I was kept in the dark concerning. 

” Afterwards mess, I’m not leaving your side.” Shannon shook her head. 

I sighed as well as looked in the direction of Viktor. His obsidian eyes were shadowed, 
like his mind had not been quite here. 

” I value that.” I sighed. 

” Erik, you can come back right here now.” Shannon whined, and a sheepish Erik poked 
his head from behind the curtains. 

” Did he hear our conversation?” I mumbled to Shannon. 

” No, lover boy has more sense than that.” She whispered back at me. 



I rolled my eyes as well as disregarded her comment, smiling at Erik as he came into 
view. 

” Where would certainly Max go?” I frowned, glancing at Shannon. 

Erik shrugged, “Mother required him for something. Their truly delighted to see you 
once again y’ understand.”. 

I grinned, “I missed them a lot.”. 

Shannon as well as I stood from the windowsill and also talked with Erik. 

The entire time I was both anxious and also dreading the minute where we ‘d lastly 
touch. Years of reports and also friendship had actually all built up to this minute. The 
minute where I would certainly find out if my childhood years crush would be my 
soulmate. 

” I never ever obtained the opportunity to state it, however I’m sorry about your Mama.” 
Erik frowned, his hand rubbing the rear of his head. The activity was adorable, as well 
as would generally send out butterflies tumbling in my stomach. 

I sighed and also provided him a small smile, “Many thanks for that. It was rough, but 
we’re doing better currently.”. 

Erik responded, “Great, excellent. We would certainly’ve come go to, however your 
Daddy kinda shut whatever off after it happened.”. 

He really did not truly have an option. I frowned. 

” I entirely understand, however I would certainly’ve liked to be there for you after it 
happened.” Erik sighed, as well as a little flutter created in my stomach. 

Erik and I had never done anything more than hold hands, however he was a person 
who promptly ended up being special to me. His Mother was buddies with my very own, 
and also would regularly visit with a little Erik in tow. 

Erik was the embodiment of manners. He never ever pressed me for anything aside 
from wonderful words and hand holding. He was whatever a ruler ought to be. Kind, 
compassionate, solid yet understanding. It was not surprising that my family as well as 
his managed so well. 

I knew certainly, Erik would always be an ally no matter if we were mates or otherwise. 
He was someone I really did not have to claim around, not that my unaware exterior 
would certainly function around him. 



” So, you’ve obtained a body guard now?” Erik blurted a tired chuckle. It was strange to 
me how highly Viktor influenced others. While I could feel his challenging aura, it never 
made me wish to escape. I question how it made Erik really feel. 

I responded and also glanced at Viktor, noticing his look was locked on Erik. “Sure do. 
Daddy employed him after the assaults began.”. 

” I found out about those.” Erik grimaced, “Did they ever figure out who caused them?”. 

I trembled my head, “Not yet, but my Daddy will figure it out. He’s as well hardheaded to 
quit on something like that.”. 

” You’re right regarding that. I’m sure he’s currently spoken with my Father about it.” 
Erik laughed, “Simply keep an eye out tonight, Bella. Not every one of the faces here 
are friendly.”. 

I grimaced, so Erik noticed it as well. “Appropriately noted.”. 

Shannon’s gold eyes flickered from Erik to myself, “I’m going to provide you two a min. I 
won’t be far.”. 

Shannon provided me a knocking appearance and walked over to the service table. 

Erik shuffled on his feet, offering Viktor an additional weary appearance. 

” Mind if I obtain a minute alone with her?” Erik turned and also asked Viktor. 

I felt my face show up in interest, but I already knew Viktor’s answer. 

” No.” Viktor’s deep voice rumbled, “King’s orders.”. 

While I was grateful Viktor wasn’t a complete ass to Erik, his voice had a long-term 
affect on me. 

It was like the more I heard his voice, the more challenging it was to distance myself 
from him. 

Erik sighed and also ran a hand with his superman hair. 

” I make sure you’ve gotten this all night.” Erik laughed, looking somewhat upset. “This 
isn’t how I desired it to go.”. 

I gave him an understanding smile, “After everything our families have actually claimed 
concerning us, I believe we owe it to ourselves to discover.”. 



I stepped closer to Erik and also let his hand drift as much as cup my face. The activity 
was completely different from exactly how Bryton touched me. 

This touch was among experience and convenience. Even so, Erik’s touch was wildly 
different from Viktor’s. 

Viktor’s touch was just one of quiet interest as well as wish. 

I considered Erik’s blue eyes and wondered what a future with him could resemble. 

It would certainly be easy; uncomplicated. We would not also have to attempt. There 
would be no problem, no limits or obstacles. 

There would certainly also be no enigma, no passion. There would be no frustrating 
desire, no sensual touches that scorched the skin and mind. 

Erik Hale was not my friend. 

 


